Note: In communicative exercises where several answers are possible, this answer key contains some examples of correct answers, not all possible answers. Any valid answer in this type of exercise should be considered acceptable.

**Exercise 1**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 2**
How students respond to the following questions will vary.

1. Were
2. *was*  
3. *was*  
4. *was*  
5. *were*  
6. *were*  
7. *were*  
8. *was*

**Exercise 3**
Answers will vary. Following are examples of possible sentences:

1. There was a concert on Monday, in the afternoon.
2. There was a game last Wednesday.  
3. There was a movie three days ago.  
4. There were exercise classes last Sunday.

**Exercise 4**
1. came  
2. saw  
3. went  
4. got  
5. took  
6. drove  
7. put  
8. ate  
9. didn’t exercise  
10. didn’t read  
11. was  
12. bought

**Exercise 5**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 6**
Answers will vary. Some possible answers include:

1. What time did you get home?  
2. What did she make for dinner?  
3. Who cleaned your house?  
4. Where did you eat?  
5. How many books did you buy?

**Exercise 7**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 8**
Answers will vary.

**Exercise 9**
Answers will vary but may include the following:

1. Did you have a good weekend?  
2. Where did you go?  
3. How was the weather?  
4. Who went to the beach with you?  
5. What did you do?

**Exercise 10**
1. c  
2. a  
3. b  
4. e  
5. d

**Exercise 11**
Answers will vary.

**JUST FOR FUN**

**Exercise 2**

```
THINK  TAKES  COMBO  TELIKE  HENSE  STUYEDRINK
CUT    SEE   CACTUS  LIKETUESAI  HAVEBUY
TOOK   COMBOCA  TUESAI  HAVEBUY
SAY    DROVE  BOCA  STUDYEDRINK
GET    SAW    GAT  EXERCISEBUY
PUT    ATE    WEREEXERCISEBUY
COME   WERE  EXERCISEBUY
TELL   DRIVEDOCA
```

Simple past tense forms:

- thought  
- liked  
- made  
- cut  
- had  
- cleaned  
- took  
- said  
- played  
- saw  
- drove  
- exercised  
- ate  
- studied  
- bought  
- got  
- drank  
- watched  
- came  
- wrote  
- read